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16 Abstract—Physical exercise could exert a neuroprotective

effect in both clinical studies and animal experiments. AQ2 ser-

ies of related studies have indicated that physical exercise

could reduce infarct volume, alleviate neurological deficits,

decrease blood–brain barrier dysfunction, promote angio-

genesis in cerebral vascular and increase the survival rate

after ischemic stroke. In this review, we summarized the pro-

tective effects of physical exercise on neurovascular unit

(NVU), including neurons, astrocytes, pericytes and the

extracellular matrix. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that

exercise training could decrease the blood–brain barrier

dysfunction and promote angiogenesis in cerebral vascular.

An awareness of the exercise intervention benefits pre- and

post stroke may lead more stroke patients and people with

high-risk factors to accept exercise therapy for the preven-

tion and treatment of stroke. � 2014 Published by Elsevier

Ltd. on behalf of IBRO.
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36INTRODUCTION Q4

37In the preliminary stage of stroke research, researchers

38primarily focused on the biochemical events which were

39caused by the interruption of substrate delivery to

40neurons: ATP loss resulting in anoxic depolarization of

41neurons, and even necrosis. With the development of

42research methods, the focus changed to disorders of

43ion homeostasis, calcium ion overload and

44excitotoxicity, induction of reactive peroxide, resulting in

45membrane damage, mitochondrial and DNA injury,

46inflammation, and programed cell death (Dirnagl et al.,

471999). The above-mentioned concepts mainly focused

48on neurons without supporting cells. However, the follow-

49ing studies indicated that the cells which interacted and

50supported neurons were equally damaged by ischemic

51stroke, and the supporting cells were also involved in cru-

52cial and complex cell-specific signaling pathways and

53execution cascades (Moskowitz et al., 2010).

54In recent years, the concept of neurovascular unit

55(NVU) began to attract more and more attention in the

56research area of ischemic stroke. It was well-

57established that the NVU was essential for protecting

58neurons, maintaining the CNS homeostasis and

59coordinating the neuronal activity with supporting cells

60(Hawkins and Davis, 2005). The NVU emphasized the

61dynamic interaction among neurons, astrocytes, pericytes

62and extracellular matrix, including endothelial cells (EC)

63ensheathed with a basal lamina, smooth muscle cells,

64and so on, which played a key role in the pathobiology
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65 of stroke (del Zoppo, 2009). The main function of the NVU

66 was to control the passage of plasma components and

67 cellular elements from the vessel blood into the brain

68 (Rieckmann and Engelhardt, 2003). This barrier function,

69 which was also known as the blood–brain barrier (BBB),

70 was dependent on both the integrity of the endothelium

71 and a functional interaction among EC, the basal lamina,

72 and perivascular astrocytes (PA) (Hawkins and Davis,

73 2005).

74 IschemicQ5 stroke is a main cause of death and disability

75 worldwide. r(Goldstein et al., 2011). According to the pre-

76 vious studies, animal experiments demonstrated that

77 physical exercise could reduce brain damage after ische-

78 mic stroke by increasing the survival rate, alleviating neu-

79 rological deficits, mitigating BBB dysfunction and

80 promoting neurovascular integrity (Ang et al., 2003;

81 Endres et al., 2003; Li et al., 2004; Ding et al., 2006a;

82 Tahamtan et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2013a).

83 In clinical trials, physical exercise was reported to

84 alleviate abnormal arterial blood pressure, decrease

85 obesity, ameliorate glucose and lipid metabolic disorders

86 and reduce the abnormal rheological properties of blood

87 (Lee et al., 2003; Chrysohoou et al., 2005; Vinereanu,

88 2006). Moreover, it was well established that physical

89 exercise could promote endothelial function, partly by

90 activation of endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS)

91 (Chrysohoou et al., 2005) and extracellular superoxide

92 dismutase (ecSOD). Other benefits of physical exercise

93 were to reduce fibrinolysis, blood viscosity (Alevizos

94 et al., 2005) and plasma fibrinogen concentration, pro-

95 mote HDL-cholesterol and increase plasma tissue plas-

96 minogen activator activity (Evenson et al., 1999).

97 VOLUNTARY AND FORCED EXERCISE IN
98 ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS

99 In animal experiments, there were two kinds of exercise

100 interventions: voluntary and forced (Hu et al., 2010b;

101 Zhang et al., 2010b). Voluntary exercise allowed the ani-

102 mals to do exercise at will, imitating human daily activity

103 or manual labor (Cotman and Berchtold, 2002). In con-

104 trast, forced exercise required that the animals did exer-

105 cises on a treadmill for 20–30 min per day five to seven

106 times per week (Ding et al., 2006b). Forced exercise

107 could be deemed as the mimic of gym exercise as ath-

108 letes. Although the two kinds of exercise manipulations

109 were different in physical activity amount and time, they

110 both could exert neuroprotective effects. Moreover, it

111 was proved that forced exercise was better able to reduce

112 infarct volume compared to voluntary exercise (Hayes

113 et al., 2008).

114 EXERCISE TIMING NECESSARY TO INDUCE
115 NEUROPROTECTION

116 As for the time span of exercise training which could exert

117 neuroprotection for ischemic stroke, a previous study

118 indicated that at least 2 weeks of treadmill training could

119 ameliorate brain edema and decrease infarction size

120 following ischemic stroke (Wang et al., 2001). Similarly,

121 our previous study showed that 2 weeks and 4 weeks of

122exercise preconditioning could alleviate the over-release

123of glutamate and reduce brain damage following ischemic

124stroke, while 1 week of exercise preconditioning did not

125exert such protective effects (Jia et al., 2009). However,

126other studies reported that at least 3 weeks of treadmill

127training was required for inducing neuroprotection

128(Liebelt et al., 2010; Dornbos and Ding, 2012). Based

129on the above results, we could summarize that at least

1302 or 3 weeks of pre-ischemic exercise training was neces-

131sary to exert neuroprotection after ischemic stroke. As for

132the exercise post-conditioning, several studies showed

133that at least 1 week of physical exercise could alleviate

134neurological deficits after ischemic stroke (Park et al.,

1352013; Zhang et al., 2013a). Moreover, other studies

136showed that post-ischemic exercise could alleviate

137neurological deficits or infarct volume at 3 or 4 days after

138ischemic stroke (Zhang et al., 2012a; Li et al., 2013). On

139the basis of the above results, we could conclude that

140at least 3 or 4 days of post-ischemic exercise training

141was required to exert neuroprotection after ischemic

142stroke.

143PHYSICAL EXERCISE DECREASED NEURON
144DAMAGES IN ISCHEMIC STROKE

145It was well established that stroke could cause a series of

146pathophysiological changes of neurons, even could cause

147neuron death, including apoptosis and necrosis. The

148intervention which could reduce neuron death was

149supposed to exert neuroprotection for brain tissues. A

150series of literatures demonstrated that physical exercise

151could maintain the number of viable cells in the

152hippocampus after the ischemic event, mitigate neuronal

153apoptosis, and enhance neuronal plasticity (Lan et al.,

1542013; Tahamtan et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2013a). There

155were a variety of factors involved in the neuroprotective

156effect of physical exercise on neurons, including inflam-

157matory response, calcium overload, neurons metabolism,

158neurogenesis, and so on (Kristian and Siesjo, 1998;

159Wang et al., 2007; Kinni et al., 2011). Relationships

160between exercise training and above-mentioned factors

161were summarized as follows.

162Preclinical data suggested that the inflammation

163response played an important role in the brain damage

164following acute ischemic stroke (Wang et al., 2007). The

165neuronal damage aggravated leukocyte invasion, micro-

166vascular injury and the generation of free radicals

167(Wang et al., 2007). Many Inflammatory cytokines, such

168as tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a), interleukin-1b
169(IL-1b), and IL-6, were involved in the inflammation

170response after ischemic stroke (Berti et al., 2002). Exer-

171cise preconditioning could partially prevent hippocampal

172neuron apoptosis after cerebral ischemia in gerbils via

173regulating TNF-a and IL-1b levels (Park et al., 2013).

174The expression of intercellular adhesion molecule-1

175(ICAM-1) was down-regulated by exercise precondition-

176ing in ischemic rats during reperfusion (Ding et al., 2005).

177In addition, pre-ischemic exercise could down-

178regulate the expression of Toll-like receptor-4 (TLR-4)

179and reduce cerebral injury (McFarlin et al., 2006) which

180could trigger a inflammatory cytokine cascade (Gleeson
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